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5.3 m/17 ft

THIS IS A TEST AD
The all new Husky Boats R5 in production now pre oreder your new model with Idealboat NOW, be
the first in the UK to own this lite stylish sports boat. Basic package starts with a Yamaha F50 @
£26,680
Package Options:
Yamaha F50 £26,680
Yamaha F60 £27,120
Yamaha F70 £27,530
Trailer options are available please call us for more details.
Finnmaster Husky is your natural choice when you want to explore life at sea, or when the urge to
go even further out onto the sea is imminent. There are a lot of undiscovered adventures at sea and
when you sit behind the wheel, it is you who decide what you want to experience. Just as
experienced as energetic and adventurous.
For more than 25 years, we have manufactured GRP boats that have guided families to new
experiences with a firm hand. If there is anything we have learned during all these years, it is which
features that are of importance when you are out at sea. These features and smart solutions have
been transferred to a series of aluminium boats. When we started to sketch out our new series,
features such as reliability, safety, endurance and durability were the most important. The same
characteristics that apply to the Husky dogs - hence the name Finnmaster Husky. A real athlete.
Whatever the weather.
Naturally, Finnmaster Husky follows the well known Smart Design concept. We have prioritized a
perfect foredeck, smart storage spaces and a world class cockpit as well as the best comfort for all
on board. To ensure that Finnmaster Husky will run perfectly in both calm and rough sea, the
features of the hull have been developed in collaboration with the best Finnish boat constructors.
All in all, this entails that the Husky will guide you to new and unforgettable experiences.

Irrespective of whether it is one of the first crisp spring days with rough sea, or some of the last
sunny autumn days before the ice settles.
To see this ad online, go to boatsandoutboards.co.uk and search for BU7128DD0

